Book Now. Pay Later.
Spread the cost of your trip over low
monthly payments.
Experience Buyers Joy
Feel good about what you book and how you pay for it. With Uplift, you can make
thoughtful purchases and pay for them in bite-sized pieces while keeping yourself
on budget.

Fixed nstallments

know exactly what you
owe each month

Easy AutoPay

No Late Fees

Quick Application

I

and no pre payment
penalties

enter a few pieces of
information and receive a
decision in seconds

no payment dates to
remember

-

How Uplift Works
Select Uplift at Checkout

Add your trip to the cart just like
you normally would. When you are
ready to book, choose Uplift as
your form of payment.

Quick & Easy

Provide a few pieces of information
and receive a decision in seconds.

Enjoy Now

Enjoy your trip now and pay for it
over time with fixed monthly
installments.

Frequently Asked Questions
What is Uplift

?

Uplift gives you the freedom to purchase what you want now and pay over time with fixed
installments. hop on any of our merchant websites and when you re ready to checkout, just
select Uplift as your payment method, complete a short application, and receive an instant
decision.
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How do apply
I
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hop for your items and add them to your cart just like you normally would. When you are ready
to checkout, simply select Uplift as your payment method. ou ll need to provide some basic
information like your mobile number and the last four digits of your social security number to
apply. If you re approved, finish checking out and you re done
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How is my installment o er determined
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We look at a number of factors, including your credit information, purchase details, and more.

How do make payments
I
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ou can make a payment anytime by visiting pay.uplift.com and clicking on the Loans tab. From
there, click the Make a Payment button
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We recommend that you enable AutoPay at time of purchase so that your payments are
automatically deducted each month
.



If you don t have AutoPay enabled, visit pay.uplift.com, click on the Accounts page, and set the
AutoPay toggle to N
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ou can also change the form of payment on file with Uplift anytime by visiting pay.uplift.com
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Can travel before my trip is paid o
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es ou do need to allow a few days between booking and your departure date for things to
process. ther than that, you are free to travel whenever even before you re all paid off.
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What is your Privacy Policy and Terms of Use
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Here is a link to our Privacy Policy and Terms of Use.

Terms are based on your credit score and other factors and may vary. Not everyone is eligible, and some states are
not served, including IA and WV. Most loans offered through Uplift are issued by CBW Bank, Member of FDIC. Loans
made in Colorado may be issued by Uplift, Inc. Privacy Policy. Terms of Use.

